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Single-channel Wavelength Division Multiplexing Cassettes

1. PRODUCT INFORMATION
1.1 Features

The single-channel wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) cassette is available in two
versions. The SCA version is designed for installation in the OptiSheath Classic Aerial Terminal
(SCA-9T24-LRS or SCA-9T34). The UCA version is designed for installation in the UCAO
splice terminal (UCAO-05). These terminals provide environmental protection and quick
incremental connection of subscribers’ drop cables to increase deployment velocity. The
cassettes allow splicing to an individual customer’s drop cable.

1.2 Physical Configuration & Description

This cassette is a metal splice tray that is sealed and preconfigured with required WDM devices
(thin film filters) and associated input and output buffer tube legs.  The cassette is shown in
Figure 1 with the intended splice configuration depicted in Figure 2 for the individual fibers
contained within each of the three buffer tubes exiting/entering the cassette.  The configuration
allows for the deployment of a single wavelength in the upstream and downstream direction to
an individual business.
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Blue Drop Channel   Downstream Spliced to first drop; connects to initial business.

Orange Add Channel   Upstream Spliced to first drop; connects to initial business.

Green Downstream Through   Downstream Output of downstream device; continues to other businesses.

Brown Downstream Return   Upstream Input of upstream device; returns from other businesses.

Slate
 Common IN from 

HE/Hub   Downstream Input of downstream device; originates from HE (all  
channels present).

White
Common OUT from 

HE/Hub   Upstream Output of upstream device; continues back to HE (all 
channels present).

Tube 3

Tube 1

Tube 2

Figure 1 — SCA Single-channel WDM Cassette
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1.3 Specifications & Dimensions

This cassette is an aluminum splice tray of either the following dimensions:  22.23 x 10.0 x
1.0 cm  (8.75 x 3.94 x 0.39 inches) (SCA) or 18.8 x 9.15 x 0.84 cm (7.4 x 3.6 x 0.33 inches)
(UCA).  The cassette is preconfigured and installed with three transport tubes that are 3 meters
(118.1 inches) in length each with approximately 5.1 cm (2 inches) of fiber slack exceeding the
transport tube length.

1.4 Carton Contents

(1) WDM Cassette with preinstalled fiber

Figure 2 — Single Channel Cassette Splice Configuration Matrix
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2. USE AND APPLICATION
2.1 Network Planning

WDM Terminals allow a provider to bring service from a central office, headend, or remote
terminal serving a substantial number of subscribers to an individual subscriber’s site, such as a
home, apartment, individual business, or business suite.

Installation of the WDM devices requires engineering the network prior to deployment of the
terminals. Engineers should determine the required number and dimension of sheath openings,
the distance between the openings, and the number of fibers to be dropped from each opening.

Contact Corning Cable Systems’ Engineering Services at 1-800-743-2671 for assistance in
making these determinations and placing the order for network deployment products.

2.2 Tools and Equipment Required

Reference the relevant installation procedures for your particular application, as listed in the
Related Literature section of this instruction, or as provided with the product into which the
device is being installed.

3. INSTALLING THE CASSETTE
3.1 Prepare the Terminal

The terminal should be accessed in a location convenient for splicing, repositioning of buffer
tubes and fibers, and addition of drop cables, if necessary.  This may necessitate lowering the
terminal from an aerial strand, or raising it from a maintenance hole or vault.  Sufficient cable
slack should be available to allow working on the terminal at ground-level.

Consult relevant installation procedures (if using Corning Cable Systems products, refer to the
Related Literature section of this instruction for specific document numbers) for guidance on
setting up terminal for access, opening terminal cover, and accessing individual cable
components and optical fibers.

3.2 Prepare the Splice Tray

Step 1 Locate the relevant buffer tubes (feeder, distribution, and drop) to which the
WDM cassette fibers will be spliced.

Step 2 Uncoil the required amount of buffer tube slack per the terminal’s
recommendations.  If a mid-span access is required, follow your company’s normal
procedures and/or the manufacturer’s recommendations for accessing individual
fibers.  Be sure to plan for adequate amount of fiber slack for splicing per the tray
manufacturer’s recommendations.  Ensure that buffer tubes can successfully be
routed back into place within the terminal.

Step 3 Secure buffer tubes to the splice tray that will eventually house input and output
transport tubes from the WDM cassette, once again following the splice tray
manufacturer’s guidelines.  Be mindful of the ordering of tubes and assignment of
labels (if necessary) to ensure the splice matrix in Figure 2 can be followed.

Step 4 Install WDM cassette into its final position within the terminal.  Route input and
output transport tubes from the cassette into their final routing configuration
within the terminal leading up to the splice tray.  You may want to install the splice
tray in the terminal into its final orientation to determine a precise measurement of
required transport tube length for successful routing.
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Step 5 After routing the output and input tubes from the cassette, there should be
adequate length to allow enough fiber within the tray for splicing.  Consult the tray
manufacturer’s recommendations.  Mark the output and input tubes and remove
required amount of tubing to expose fibers for splicing.

Step 6 Remove splice tray from terminal again.  Secure output and input tubes from the
cassette to the splice tray using cable ties and/or vinyl tape, if required.  Apply
labels, if needed, to assist with later identification of tubes.

3.3 Install the Cassette

Step 1 Splice fibers according to the Splice Configuration Matrix in Figure 2 of this
instruction.  Follow the recommendations and instructions for your particular
splice tray, splice equipment, and the terminal.

Step 2 Route fibers within the tray, reinstall the tray cover, and load the tray back into the
terminal adhering to the routing configuration already established in Steps 2
through 4.  Ensure that the splice tray is secured per recommended procedures.

Step 3 Close and seal the terminal per manufacturer’s guidelines.  Redeploy the terminal
as required.
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